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-- What is Dark Matter?
We don’t know...

-- What is the Dark Matter Problem?
There is no problem! We just need to find what 
dark matter is made of...   

-- There is something out there, that’s for sure.
SUSY particles?  Is this the only answer?



We   shall suggest here a different type of ‘particle’
which may make up for dark matter. 

These “particles”  are of topological nature and  
are somehow inherent to general relativity. 

They provide the right phenomenology, at least in 
some simple examples examined so far. 



MENU



An Analogy:

H

q

Observing the particle’s
orbit we could infer the 
value of the field  H 

If   H=0  the particle follows as straight line

A charged particle  
near an external 
magnetic field



Consider now a system  of spins: 

Add an external field H.  The 
spins align in the direction of
the field

Remove the external field, 
at a low temperature

H

Without H, the particle still feels a magnetic field, a “dark” magnetic
field, provided by the
internal spin structure,
not by currents   



q

If we didn’t know about spins, this experiment would make us think that 
there are more currents than the one generating H.  

Keeping H, the total magnetic field is stronger…

visible field
“Dark field”



Is there a similar internal structure in Gravity?

Could the gravitational force be stronger than the 
visible mass provided? 

Is there curvature not associated to matter?

_____________________________________

MOND theories modify Newton’s equations,

μ(a/a0)   m a = F 

and achieve right phenomenology without  dark matter. 

____________________________________



Topological Theories: A Universe with no metric

-- distances, times, shapes and forms are not defined

-- A football ball and a rugby ball are the same thing…

-- charges, spin, and other physical properties can be defined

-- Physicist E.Witten won the Fields Medal for his work 
on topological Universes and the theoretical ‘physics’ behind them

Is this a purely mathematical and Academic 
idea with no possible observational effect? 

The internal structure we have in mind shows up by studying 
Einstein equations in the limit of zero metric…



THIS IS OUR KEY OBJECT







The curvature and Einstein tensor are different from zero
at the ‘unbroken’ ground state:  Spontaneous “Geometrization”.

‘DARK MATTER’ VISIBLE MATTER

General Relativity is now coupled to a topological theory, which
contributes to the energy momentum tensor.   

These topological ‘particles’ may account for Dark Matter 



The topological connection Γ is not an independent ‘outside’ field



BIANCHI   IDENTITIES





Applying the limit

R(Γ)



Spherical source:

Solve the vacuum Einstein equations assuming spherical symmetry



FRW cosmology



Conclusions

We have modified Einstein equations to incorporate the state
with zero metric as a solution

The new energy-momentum tensor contain two 
contributions   ‘visible’ and ‘dark’

For a spherical source the gravitational potential develops a 
logarithmic branch characteristic of flat rotation curves

For FRW cosmology, there is an adjustable contribution 
in the matter section.    



Future work:

-- Give precise definitions to the limits on space of functions

-- Solve realistic galactic models and fit to observational data

-- Explore the coupling of topological theories on other scales

-- Bianchi identities as ‘equation of motion’ of the topological 
theory


